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Abstract – For colonoscopy images the main information is in
the fine structure of the surface of the bowel or colorectal polyps,
similarly to the case of combustion engine surface scans, where the
grooving and wear can be detected from the fine pattern
superponed to a cylinder curvature.
In both cases appear outliers, colonoscopy images and to have
many reflections, whereas the roughness scanners detect small
dust particles and well as the vibrations from the environment.
The method presented in this paper takes care of both the
problems using histogram stretching together with a special type
of filtering. Also, masks are introduced in order to control the
effect of the operators.
The effects of the processing steps on the structural entropy of
the image is also studied, as structural entropies are used in
characterization of the images.
Keywords – Colonoscopy, Roughness, Background subtraction,
Reflection, Outliers, Entropy.

I. INTRODUCTION
In measured 2D data, such as images or surface scans there
can be characteristic lengths that carry the information which is
needed, while larger or smaller scale patterns are not necessary.
Also, in measured data such points can arise, which do not fit
into the trend of the other measured points. In the case of
images or scanned surfaces such outliers can also form larger
domains. In the following considerations we give a method for
eliminating the outliers as well as removing larger scale
background.
We apply our method for two kinds of data, the first one is
microgeometrical scan of combustion engine cylinder surface,
where the data consist of height values measured on a regular
2D grid, the second is colonoscopic images, where the data
consist of 3 colour intensity values at points of regular grid,
again. The background that should be neglected is the curvature
of the cylinder surface and the bowel wall respectively, while
the outliers are the measurement noise, and the impurities in the
first case and the light reflections from the wet surface in the
second one.
Colonoscopy is mainly used in diagnosis of colorectal

cancer, which is one of the most frequently occurring cancer
types. It develops from special types of colorectal polyps [1,2],
thus diagnosing in the pre-cancerous, polyp phase helps
survival greatly. Not all the polyp types have the tendency to
develop into malign object, these polyps can remain in the
bowel without causing any complications, moreover, it is better
to leave them intact, as all the surgeries can potentially cause
damage. The polyps can be classified as benign or malign
according to the pattern on their surface [3-6]. Of course, the
first task is to find the polyp, which is done by qualified medical
experts nowadays, however there are several groups [7-9]
studying the possibility of an automated detection. Previously,
we developed a method that can classify an image segment to
containing or not containing polyp classes, which works well
for several types of images [10-11], however, for low quality
pictures, the method fails. This was the reason we tried to
preprocess the images.
In combustion engines the inner surface of the cylinder must
be smooth enough to let the piston move, and at the same time
it must store oil and the tiny particles arising as wear
byproducts. The cylinder lining’s pattern depends on the
process it is made by. One of the most traditional and
widespread method is honing, which results in straight grooves
with a slight slope compared to the surface of the piston. The
movement of the piston, however, causes fine scratches parallel
to its movement. These patterns can be detected by surface
scanners.
In order to build reliable classification scheme, we used
Rényi entropy combinations and tested, whether there was
difference between the new and the worn surfaces. However,
in this classification, the large-scale pattern of the background
dominates, and the fine pattern’s own entropy is hard to
distinguish. Outlier bring even more unwanted information to
the system, thus we decided to remove them from the pictures.
In this article, after describing the image properties in
Section 2, we give the histogram stretching and mask acquiring
method together with the preparation of the outlier pattern to be
subtracted. Section 3 describes the treatment of the large-scale
background with polynomial fitting and large-scale averaging
and give the results. The last section contains the conclusion.

II. IMAGE PROPERTIES
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In the case of the colonoscopy mages, we used image
databases from multiple sources [7-9]. These images are taken
in non-ideal circumstances, the bowel is always dark inside, so
the endoscope has a light source, which is point-like. At the
same time the inner surface is wet, moving, pink (ideally), i.e.
it is very far form ideal image source. They are almost
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Fig. 1. First two photographs: endoscopy images (picture No. 219 from database CVC_Colon [7] and No. 116 from ETIS-Larib [8]) with visible
reflections, blood vessels, polyp patterns, bubbles and impurities. 3rd and 4th subplot: new and worn surface scans at measuring point 5 of the
combustion engine cylinder surface, with visible curving and outliers (the outliers are trimmed down to make the other details visible).

monotonic, with lots of reflections, multiple types of patterns
from veins to polyp pits to the more-or-less distorted cylindrical
shape of the bowel and the polyp protruding into the bowel
space.
In the case of the combustion engines, we took silicone
replicas from the new engine, and of the same part of the
surface after 500 hours polycyclic endurance test. For preparing
the samples Struers RepliSet-F5 replica kit was used. The
replicas measured at 5 different points along their axes (each to
different environments: the first point was between the first two
piston rings, the 5th location a bit over the lowest turning point
of the piston) with TalysurfCLI2000 surface scanner’s optical
sensor based on chromatic length aberration (CLA). These
images are much easier to treat than the colonoscopy ones, as
they have quite uniform pattern, a regular background and few,
very small-sized outliers.

III. CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT, MASK
PREPARATION AND REFLECTION FILTERING

After separating the colour channels of the colonoscopy
images, we had to treat 3 separate 2D data, similarly to the case
of the surface scans. Studying the intensity histograms of the
images, in both cases the outliers – the reflections and the
impurities – form a large peak around the maximum intensity
value. In the case of the colonoscopy images there is a large
peak at the minimum intensity value as well, because all the
images have black frame. In the case of the scanned surfaces
there are usually some measurement error toward the low levels
as well, this means however, only a small peak at the minimum
intensity value.
As a first step, we stretched the histogram so, that the peaks
around the highest and lowest values would be cut off. Instead
of these points we used the maximum and the minimum values
of the new histogram, respectively. During this process we also
defined a mask both for those points where the intensity was
below the lower threshold, and for those above the upper
threshold. The low-masks consisted of 0s in those points where
the intensity was below the lower limit, and 1 in the other
points, while the high-masks were 1 everywhere, except for the
points where the intensity was above the higher threshold.
As a next step we extended the masks to those neighbouring
points, where the intensity value was a by a certain level higher
than its environment excluding the already masked points.

With the new masks we calculated such a matrix-to-besubtracted which was 0 everywhere, except for the masked
points, where the values were calculated the following way. For
each of the points we determined the average intensity of its
surroundings of size 41 by 41 but did not count the points with
0 mask values into the surroundings. We put the difference
between the average and the actual pixel intensity to the matrixto-be-subtracted and used it for eliminating the outliers.
The masks were used differently in the case of the two types
of data. For surface scans, both the high and the low mask
covered valuable domains of the matrix, while in the case of the
colonoscopy images the black mask denoted those parts of the
image where the colonoscope could not provide data. As a
result, for colonoscopy, these black points had to be excluded
from the points of the matrix-to-be-subtracted, while for engine
cylinder surfaces, not.
As a last step we applied a mean filtering around the edges
of the masks, if it was necessary.
As an example, the matrix-to-be-subtracted and the resulting
picture of the second subplot of Fig. 1 can be seen in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3. (in the case of the cylinder surfaces the matrices to be
subtracted are hardly visible due to the large size of the scan
(2000 by 2000 points) and the small sizes of the measurement
errors, especially for the low outliers.

IV. BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
As in the case of the combustion engine cylinder surfaces the
background is a cylinder of very large diameter compared to
both the honing pattern and the size of the scanned surface
element, as a first approach we fitted a second order polynomial
to the matrix of the scanned surface. This approach was
effective in some cases, sometimes, higher order polynomials
were necessary. There were more surface scans, however,
where this method resulted in even more complicated
background pattern. Clearly, polynomial fitting could not be
used in the case of the bowel pictures, as the background is way
too complicated for a polynomial.
The simplest solutions for determining the background
pattern seemed to be a large-scale averaging throughout the
complete picture. Of course, in the case of the colonoscopy
pictures the black frame should not be counted into the average,
as it does not belong to the valuable part of the image, thus we
applied the low-mask again. The resulting background is
surprisingly near the ideal one, its effect can be seen in the first
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Fig. 4. The corrected pictures after reflection and background
subtraction for the 2nd and 4th subplots of Fig. 1.

subplot of Fig. 4. In the case of the combustion engines, the
changing of the order of the process made the detection of the
outliers simpler. The resulting picture can be seen in the second
subplot of Fig. 4.

V. STRUCTURAL ENTROPY AS A BASIS OF
Fig. 2. Matrix-to-be-subtracted of the second picture of Fig. 1
(picture 116 from ETIS-Larib [8]) fo the three colour channels R, G,
and B.

Fig. 3. The corrected picture after reflection subtraction for a
colonoscopy image, for the 2nd picture of Fig. 1.

CLASSIFICATION

The purpose of this image processing was to determine,
whether it can improve the classification efficiency of our
scheme [10,11]. For the engine surfaces we started to develop
a classification [12], where the wear of the surface could be
determined from the scan, while for the colonoscopy images
determining the polyp content was the goal. In the case of both
data types we used a fuzzy classification scheme with structural
entropy as one of the antecedents.
Structural entropy-based characterization was first used in
quantum mechanics [13], [9-11], then it was adapted scanning
microscopy images of semiconductor device parts [12]. Later it
was found to characterize the surface roughness of gold
catalyzers well [13].
These structural entropy quantities are defined using the
generated entropies of Rényi. The nth entropy can be written as
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Here Ii means the normalized pixel intensity, and N the number
of pixels. The pixel intensities must fulfill the requirements of
being a probability distribution, i.e., all intensity should be nonnegative and its sum should be 1.
Pipek and Varga studied two of Rényi entropy differences

S str  S1  S 2 , and ln q  S 0  S 2 ,

(2)

and found that these quantities together describe the shape of
the distribution. The quantity q is known in quantum
mechanics, it is the spatial filling factor.
If Sstr(q) is plotted for an image, it can be told from the plot,
what type of localization does the intensity have, i.e., if the
picture contains mainly exponentially decreasing components,
its Sstr(q) point will be near the curve belonging to exponential
distributions.

VI. THE PROCESSING STEPS’ EFFECTS ON THE
STRUCTURAL ENTROPY MAPS

The structural entropies moved to very low (10 −4) values in
the case of the combustion engines but remained along the
same path for both the new and the worn surfaces. The newworn classification is not improved, moreover, in many
locations it became less effective.
In the case of the colonoscopy images, the structural
entropies also decrease in magnitude, however, the processed
pictures usually perform slightly better than the original
pictures.
In both cases the localization types remain very slow,
Gaussian, or even slower.

VII. CONCLUSION
A method for subtracting the outliers and the background for
two types of 2D data is presented. Using the histogram of the
images, the lowest and highest value points, that are sparsely
populated are cut off, and marked as outliers on masks. The
masks are used for excluding these outliers from the averages
when the new values corresponding to the masked points are
calculated.
Background subtraction is based on large-scale averaging of
the data proved to be more effective than polynomial fitting
even in the case of regular surfaces such as combustion engine
cylinder surfaces. The processing makes the image features
more distinguishable to the naked eye, however, for
computational intelligence-based classification methods, its
effect is not always positive.
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